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Abstract. Let k be a ﬁeld of characteristic p, let P be a ﬁnite p-group, where p is an odd prime,
and let DðPÞ be the Dade group of endo-permutation kP-modules. It is known that DðPÞ is
detected via deﬂation–restriction by the family of all sections of P which are elementary abe-
lian of rankc 2. In this paper, we improve this result by characterizing DðPÞ as the limit (with
respect to deﬂation–restriction maps and conjugation maps) of all groups DðT=SÞ where T=S
runs through all sections of P which are either elementary abelian of rankc 3 or extraspecial
of order p3 and exponent p.
1. Introduction
Endo-permutation modules for ﬁnite p-groups play an important role in the repre-
sentation theory of ﬁnite groups and were classiﬁed recently in [4]. The set of equiva-
lence classes of such modules is an abelian group DðPÞ (with respect to tensor prod-
uct), called the Dade group of P. An important ingredient for the classiﬁcation is
a detection theorem, proved in [8], which asserts (for odd p) that the product of all
deﬂation–restriction maps
Y
ðT ;SÞ
DefresPT=S : DðPÞ !
Y
ðT ;SÞ
DðT=SÞ
is injective, where T=S runs through all sections of P which are elementary abelian of
rankc 2. The purpose of this paper is to improve this result and characterize the im-
age of the injective map above, but actually by changing slightly the target.
In order to motivate our result, let us ﬁrst mention two classical cases where a sim-
ilar situation occurs. The ﬁrst instance is group cohomology H ðG; kÞ, where G is a
ﬁnite group and k is a ﬁeld of characteristic p. An easy detection result asserts that
the restriction map H ðG; kÞ ! H ðP; kÞ is injective, where P is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G. This is then improved by characterizing the image of H ðG; kÞ as the set of
G-stable elements in H ðP; kÞ. This improvement can be stated in a more sophis-
ticated way: H ðG; kÞ is isomorphic to the limit lim Q H ðQ; kÞ where Q runs
through all p-subgroups of G and the limit is taken with respect to restrictions and
conjugations.
The second classical case is the ordinary representation ring RðGÞ of a ﬁnite group
G. This is detected on restriction to cyclic subgroups, but in order to characterize
the image, Brauer had to introduce the larger class of Brauer-elementary subgroups.
Brauer’s theorem can be stated as follows: RðGÞ is isomorphic to the limit lim Q RðQÞ
where Q runs through all Brauer-elementary subgroups of G and the limit is taken
with respect to restrictions and conjugations.
We are facing a similar situation with the Dade group, except that the detection
map is not a product of restriction maps to subgroups, but a product of deﬂation–
restriction maps to sections of the group. When p is odd, the detection family consists
of elementary abelian p-groups of rankc 2. However, as in the case of the ordinary
representation ring, we need to enlarge this family to impose just the right conditions
for the limit. It turns out that we have to include also elementary abelian p-groups of
rank 3 and extraspecial groups of order p3 and exponent p. Our main result is the
following.
1.1. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime number and P a ﬁnite p-group. Then the natural
map
Y
ðT ;SÞ
DefresPT=S : DðPÞ ! lim 
ðT ;SÞ
DðT=SÞ
is an isomorphism, where T=S runs through all sections of P which are either element-
ary abelian p-groups of rankc 3 or isomorphic to the extraspecial group of order p3
and exponent p.
As in earlier work ([4], [6]), the Dade group is viewed as a functor on p-groups with
morphisms being compositions of restrictions, tensor inductions, deﬂations, inﬂa-
tions, and isomorphisms. In more technical terms, DðÞ is viewed as a biset functor
and this plays a role again here.
More precisely, whenever Y is a class of p-groups closed under taking sections,
one can consider biset functors deﬁned only on Y, with values in abelian groups.
Let FY be the category of all such functors (an abelian category) and write simply
F for the category of functors deﬁned on all ﬁnite p-groups. There is an obvious for-
getful functor
OY :F!FY
and we consider its left and right adjoints
LY :FY !F and RY :FY !F:
The connection with limits is the following.
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1.2. Theorem. With the notation above, for any functor M AFY, we have:
LYMðPÞG lim!
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
MðT=SÞ and RYMðPÞG lim 
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
MðT=SÞ;
where YðPÞ denotes the set of pairs ðT ;SÞ of subgroups of P such that StT and
T=S A Y.
This type of result is more or less standard in category theory. In our case, it is
made explicit in an Appendix at the end of the paper. The main point is that the var-
ious inverse limits can be organized to yield a functor, namely RYM. Therefore we
can use the machinery of functors throughout this paper.
Using this point of view, the natural map of Theorem 1.1 becomes the unit mor-
phism of the adjunction and our main result takes the following form.
1.3. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime number and let D be the Dade functor. Let X3
be the class of all p-groups which are either elementary abelian p-groups of rankc 3
or isomorphic to the extraspecial group of order p3 and exponent p. Then the unit
morphism
hX3D : D! RX3OX3D
is an isomorphism.
Let us now describe the main ingredients of the proof. We consider ﬁrst the class X
of all p-groups which are either elementary abelian p-groups (without any condition
on the rank) or extraspecial groups of order p3 and exponent p. We prove the theo-
rem for X instead of X3 and then we use a technical lemma about elementary abelian
groups to derive the more precise result for X3.
Let Dtors be the torsion subfunctor of D. It follows from [3] and [4] that D=Dtors
is isomorphic to the Z-dual K  of the functor K ¼ KerðB! RQÞ, where B is the
Burnside functor and RQ is the rational representation functor. Thus we have an
exact sequence
0! Dtors ! D! K  ! 0
and we consider separately Dtors and K
.
For Dtors, a detection theorem from [8] together with a result from [7] about ele-
mentary abelian groups imply that the unit morphism
hXDtors : Dtors ! RXOXDtors
is an isomorphism. Turning now to K , we use an induction theorem for K which
is proved in [4] (and which plays a crucial role for the classiﬁcation of endo-
permutation modules). This theorem implies that the counit map LXOXK ! K is
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surjective (and it is here that the extraspecial group of order p3 is necessary). Dualiz-
ing and using again the result from [7], we obtain that the unit morphism
hXK  : K
 ! RXOXK 
is an isomorphism. The main theorem follows from the two isomorphisms.
Our methods do not work when p ¼ 2 for several reasons. First, D is not a biset
functor if p ¼ 2. Moreover, the detection map to elementary abelian sections is not
injective in general when p ¼ 2 and one needs to add the cyclic group of order 4 and
the quaternion group of order 8 in the detecting family. These two problems are not
essential and the arguments could probably be modiﬁed accordingly, but there is one
more problem: the result from [7] concerning elementary abelian groups is about p-
torsion and is used for the 2-torsion group Dtors. This collapses when p ¼ 2.
Finally, let us mention that the main result of this article plays a crucial role in a
forthcoming paper of the ﬁrst author [5].
2. Biset functors
Biset functors play a key role throuhout this paper. We collect in this section the ma-
terial needed later concerning these functors. In particular, we revisit an induction
theorem for one speciﬁc functor, called K , which already was important for the clas-
siﬁcation of endo-permutation modules in [4] and which is used again in an essential
way in the present paper.
If Q and P are p-groups, a ðQ;PÞ-biset is a ﬁnite set U with a left action of Q and
a right action of P, such that ðx  uÞ  y ¼ x  ðu  yÞ for all x A Q, y A P, u A U . We let
Cp be the category of all ﬁnite p-groups with morphisms deﬁned by:
HomCpðP;QÞ ¼ BðQ PopÞ;
the Burnside group of all ﬁnite ðQ;PÞ-bisets. The composition of morphisms is
Z-linear and is induced by the usual product of bisets, namely V U ¼ V Q U
whenever V is an ðR;QÞ-biset and U is a ðQ;PÞ-biset. A biset functor is an additive
functor from Cp to the category Ab of abelian groups (see [1] and [6]).
We now recall how, for suitable choices of bisets U , we obtain morphisms of re-
striction, induction, inﬂation, deﬂation, and isomorphisms. The word ‘section’ was
used informally in the introduction, but we now give a more precise deﬁnition. A sec-
tion of a group P is a pair ðT ;SÞ of subgroups of P such that StT . The group T=S
will be referred to as a subquotient of P. If F is a biset functor and ðT ;SÞ is a section
of P, then the following homomorphisms are deﬁned:
 Inf TT=S : FðT=SÞ ! FðTÞ, induced by the ðT ;T=SÞ-biset T=S (inﬂation);
 IndPT : F ðTÞ ! FðPÞ, induced by the ðP;TÞ-biset P (induction);
 Def TT=S : F ðTÞ ! FðT=SÞ, induced by the ðT=S;TÞ-biset SnT (deﬂation);
 ResPT : F ðPÞ ! F ðTÞ, induced by the ðT ;PÞ-biset P (restriction);
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 Whenever a : P! Q is an isomorphism, the corresponding isomorphism
Isoa : FðPÞ ! FðQÞ is induced by the ðQ;PÞ-biset P with left action of Q via
a1. In particular, Conjx : FðT=SÞ ! FðxT=xSÞ (where x A P) is induced by the
ðxT=xS;T=SÞ-biset T=S (conjugation by x).
It can be shown that any transitive biset can be decomposed as a product of the
above ﬁve types of bisets, namely a composition of a restriction, a deﬂation, an iso-
morphism, an inﬂation, and an induction (see [6, Lemma 7.4] or [1, Lemma 3]), so
that a biset functor is essentially a functor endowed with those ﬁve types of mor-
phisms. We also consider the composites:
 Indinf PT=S ¼ IndPT Inf TT=S, induced by the ðP;T=SÞ-biset PT ðT=SÞGP=S;
 DefresPT=S ¼ Def TT=S ResPT , induced by the ðT=S;PÞ-biset ðSnTÞ T PGSnP.
If F is a biset functor and x A FðQÞ for some ﬁxed p-group Q, the subfunctor
Fx generated by x is the intersection of all subfunctors E of F such that x A EðQÞ.
Equivalently
FxðPÞ ¼ HomCpðQ;PÞ Q x;
and this means in practice that we have to consider linear combinations of elements
obtained by applying to x successively restrictions, deﬂations, isomorphisms, inﬂa-
tions, and inductions in order to get all possible elements of FxðPÞ.
Some standard constructions give rise to biset functors. This is the case in particu-
lar for the Burnside group BðPÞ and the rational representation group RQðPÞ, which
turn out to have strong connections with the Dade group, as we shall see in the next
section.
Recall that BðPÞ is the Grothendieck group of ﬁnite P-sets, with Z-basis consist-
ing of all transitive P-sets P=S, where S runs over all subgroups of P up to con-
jugation. For every ðQ;PÞ-biset U , we have a map BðUÞ : BðPÞ ! BðQÞ deﬁned by
X 7! U P X for every P-set X . This provides a structure of biset functor on B,
called simply the Burnside functor. Note that if the morphism U is a restriction, in-
duction, inﬂation, or deﬂation, then the morphism BðUÞ is indeed the corresponding
morphism between Burnside groups.
On the other hand, RQðPÞ is the Grothendieck group of all QP-modules (that is,
the rational representations of P) and the irreducible rational representations form
a Z-basis of RQðPÞ. For every ðQ;PÞ-biset U , we have a map RQðPÞ ! RQðQÞ
deﬁned by V 7! QUnQP V for every QP-module V (where QU is the permutation
ðQQ;QPÞ-bimodule with Q-basis U). Thus RQ is a biset functor and again we re-
cover the usual morphisms of restriction, induction, inﬂation, or deﬂation for repre-
sentation groups.
There is a natural morphism B! RQ, which is surjective for p-groups by a result
of Ritter and Segal. We deﬁne
K ¼ KerðB! RQÞ:
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This is a subfunctor of B which plays a crucial role in the sequel. We shall need in
particular the following induction theorem for the biset functor K , proved in [4, §6].
We also include some additional results which are only implicit in [4].
2.1. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime, let E2 be the class of all elementary abelian
p-groups of rankc 2, and let X2 be the class of p-groups consisting of E2 and the
groups isomorphic to the extraspecial p-group X of order p3 and exponent p.
(a) K is generated by some speciﬁc element d A KðXÞ. In particular, for every p-group
P, the sum of all Indinf PT=S KðT=SÞ, where ðT ;SÞ A X2ðPÞ, is equal to KðPÞ.
(b) Let E be an elementary abelian group of order p2 and let  be a generator
of KðEÞGZ. For every p-group P, the sum of all Indinf PT=S KðT=SÞ, where
ðT ;SÞ A E2ðPÞ, is equal to KðPÞ, where K is the subfunctor of K generated by .
(c) We have p  KðPÞJKðPÞ, for every p-group P.
Proof. (a) This is exactly [4, Theorem 6.12 and Corollary 6.16].
(b) In the Burnside group BðEÞ, deﬁne the element
 ¼ E=1
X
FcE
jF j¼p
E=F þ pE=E:
It is easy to see that the corresponding rational representation is zero, so that
 A KðEÞ. More precisely, KðEÞGZ generated by , because BðEÞ is Z-free of rank
pþ 3 and RQðEÞ is Z-free of rank pþ 2 (which is the number of cyclic subgroups
of E).
Deﬁne K to be the subfunctor of K generated by . On evaluation at a p-group P,
we have
KðPÞ ¼
X
ðT ;SÞ AE2ðPÞ
Indinf PT=S KðT=SÞ
because KðQÞ ¼ 0 for any group Q of order 1 or p so that any proper deﬂation or
restriction of  is zero.
(c) Since K is generated by d, the inclusion pKJK will follow if we prove that pd
belongs to KðX Þ. The expression for d in the Burnside group BðXÞ is the following
(see [4, (6.9)]):
d ¼ X=I  X=IZ  X=J þ X=JZ;
where I and J are non-conjugate subgroups of order p and Z is the centre of X . Now
IZ is elementary abelian of order p2 and the subgroup I has p conjugates in X con-
tained in IZ (the only additional subgroup of order p in IZ being Z). Therefore, if IZ
denotes  viewed in BðIZÞ, we have
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IndXIZ IZ ¼ X=1 X=Z  pX=I þ pX=IZ
and similarly when I is replaced by J. It follows that
IndXJZ JZ  IndXIZ IZ ¼ pd
and this shows that pd A KðX Þ. r
We end this section by considering duality (deﬁned in [3]). The structure of
biset functor on a dual uses opposite bisets as follows. If F is a biset functor, deﬁne
F ðPÞ ¼ HomZðF ðPÞ;ZÞ for every p-group P. If U is a ðQ;PÞ-biset, then deﬁne
F ðUÞ : F ðPÞ ! F ðQÞ to be the transpose
F ðUÞ ¼ F ðU opÞ t;
where U op denotes the ðP;QÞ-biset with underlying set equal to U and left P-action
of x A P deﬁned by using the given right action of x1 on U , and similarly for the
action of Q. The e¤ect of this deﬁnition is that restriction for F  is the transpose of
induction for F (and conversely), while inﬂation for F  is the transpose of deﬂation
for F (and conversely).
By deﬁnition of K and by the result of Ritter and Segal, we have an exact sequence
0! K ! B! RQ ! 0;
and since we get free Z-modules on each evaluation, we obtain by duality an exact
sequence
0! RQ ! B ! K  ! 0: ð2:2Þ
This exact sequence has an intimate connection with the Dade functor, as we shall
recall in the next section.
3. The Dade functor
We collect in this section the various results that we need about the Dade group and
the Dade functor. Let p be a prime number (which will soon be assumed to be odd)
and let k be a ﬁeld of characteristic p. For any ﬁnite p-group P, we let DðPÞ be
the Dade group of P, that is, the group of equivalence classes of endo-permutation
kP-modules (see [6] for details). If X is a non-empty ﬁnite P-set, the kernel of the
augmentation map kX ! k is called a relative syzygy of the trivial module (relative
to X ) and is an endo-permutation module. These are the main examples of endo-
permutation modules and we let DWðPÞ denote the subgroup of DðPÞ generated by
relative syzygies of the trivial module.
Recall that whenever ðT ;SÞ is a section of P, we have a restriction map
ResPT : DðPÞ ! DðTÞ and a tensor induction map TenPT : DðTÞ ! DðPÞ, as
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well as an inﬂation map Inf TT=S : DðT=SÞ ! DðTÞ and a deﬂation map
Def TT=S : DðTÞ ! DðT=SÞ. We also write DefresPT=S ¼ Def TT=S ResPT and similarly
Teninf PT=S ¼ TenPT Inf TT=S. It is proved in [2] that DW is invariant under those opera-
tions.
The main detection theorem which we are concerned with is the following ([8,
Theorem 13.1]).
3.1. Theorem. Let E2ðPÞ be the set of sections ðT ;SÞ of P such that T=S is elemen-
tary abelian of rankc 2. If p is odd, the map
Y
ðT ;SÞ AE2ðPÞ
DefresPT=S : DðPÞ !
Y
ðT ;SÞ AE2ðPÞ
DðT=SÞ
is injective.
When p is odd, we want to view D as a biset functor. Any ðQ;PÞ-biset U induces
a group homomorphism DðUÞ : DðPÞ ! DðQÞ (see [6, Corollary 2.13]). For the spe-
ciﬁc choices of bisets U described in Section 2, we recover the above morphisms of
restriction, tensor induction, inﬂation, deﬂation, and isomorphisms (see [6, §2]).
3.2. Proposition. (a) DW is a biset functor.
(b) If p is odd, D is a biset functor. Moreover, Dtors is a subfunctor of D, where
DtorsðPÞ denotes the torsion subgroup of DðPÞ.
Proof. (a) The proof that DW is a biset functor is the starting point of [3].
(b) There are two ways of proving that D is a biset functor. If p is odd, we
have DWðPÞ ¼ DðPÞ by [4, Theorem 7.7], which is one of the main theorems of
the classiﬁcation of endo-permutation kP-modules. Thus D ¼ DW and D is a biset
functor.
The other proof does not require the full classiﬁcation but uses Theorem 3.1. This
approach is explicit in [11, Theorem 10.1].
The fact that Dtors is a subfunctor is clear since a torsion element is mapped to a
torsion element by a group homomorphism. r
Now we recall the connection between D and the standard biset functors con-
sidered in Section 2.
3.3. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime.
(a) The natural injection RQ ! B ﬁts into an exact sequence of biset functors
0! RQ ! B ! DW=DWtors ! 0:
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(b) There is an exact sequence of biset functors
0! Dtors ! D! K  ! 0:
Proof. (a) This exactly [3, Theorem 1.8].
(b) Since p is odd, we have DW ¼ D by [4, Theorem 7.7]. Comparing the exact
sequence of (a) with the sequence (2.2) above, we see that K GD=Dtors; hence the
result. r
4. Limits and units of adjunctions
Let Y be a class of ﬁnite p-groups. We shall say that Y is closed under taking sections
if for any R A Y and any section ðT ;SÞ of R, any group isomorphic to T=S belongs
to Y. In particular Y is closed under isomorphisms. For every p-group P, we deﬁne
YðPÞ to be the set of all sections ðT ;SÞ of P such that T=S A Y.
Let Y be a class of ﬁnite p-groups, closed under taking sections. Let CY be the full
subcategory of the category Cp whose objects are in Y. A biset functor on Y is an
additive functor from CY to the category of abelian groups. Let F be the category
of biset functors (deﬁned on the whole of Cp) and let FY be the category of biset
functors on Y. Both are abelian categories. There is an obvious forgetful functor
OY :F!FY
and we wish to construct functors in the opposite direction. If M is a biset functor on
Y, we deﬁne, for every p-group P,
LYMðPÞG lim!
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
MðT=SÞ and RYMðPÞG lim 
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
MðT=SÞ:
In the ﬁrst case, the direct limit is constructed with respect to all induction–
inﬂation maps and all conjugation maps. In the second case, the inverse limit is
constructed with respect to all deﬂation–restriction maps and all conjugation maps
(see (6.6) for details). For practical purposes, we always view the inverse limit
lim  ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞMðT=SÞ as a subset of the direct product
Q
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞMðT=SÞ.
It turns out that it is possible to put a structure of biset functors on LYM and
RYM. More precisely, we have the following theorem.
4.1. Theorem. Let Y be a class of ﬁnite p-groups, closed under taking sections.
(a) For every biset functor M deﬁned on Y, there is a biset functorLYM deﬁned on all
p-groups such that, for every p-group P, the evaluation of LYM at P is given by
the direct limit above. Moreover, the assignment M 7!LYM deﬁnes a functor
FY !F which is left adjoint to the forgetful functor OY.
(b) For every biset functor M deﬁned on Y, there is a biset functor RYM deﬁned on all
p-groups such that, for every p-group P, the evaluation of RYM at P is given by
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the inverse limit above. Moreover, the assignment M 7! RYM deﬁnes a functor
FY !F which is right adjoint to the forgetful functor OY.
The proof is rather technical and is independent of the main purpose of this paper.
It is included in the Appendix. Because of the adjunction, there is a unit natural trans-
formation
hY : idF ! RYOY;
and we write its evaluation at a biset functor F as follows:
hYF : F ! RYOYF :
It is also proved in the Appendix (Corollary 6.17) that when hYF is evaluated at a
p-group P, one gets a map which coincides with the product of deﬂation–restrictions
to YðPÞ:
hYF ðPÞ ¼
Y
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
DefresPT=S : F ðPÞ ! RYOYF ðPÞ ¼ lim 
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
F ðT=SÞ:
The discussion of this map is at the heart of the present paper.
We shall need to compare the constructions corresponding to two di¤erent classes
of p-groups Y and Z such that ZJY. In that case, for every p-group P, there is a
natural homomorphism
pYZðPÞ : RYOYF ðPÞ ! RZOZF ðPÞ
which is simply the restriction of the projection
Y
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
FðT=SÞ !
Y
ðT ;SÞ AZðPÞ
FðT=SÞ:
It can be shown that this deﬁnes a morphism pYZ : RYOYF ! RZOZF of functors,
but we actually only need here the evaluation pYZðPÞ at P.
Our ﬁrst lemma is concerned with the question of passing from a class Z to a
larger class Y.
4.2. Lemma. Let Y and Z be two classes of p-groups, closed under taking sections,
such that ZJY. Let F be a biset functor on p-groups.
(a) If the unit morphism hZF : F ! RZOZF is injective, then so are the unit morphism
hYF : F ! RYOYF and the morphism pYZ : RYOYF ! RZOZF.
(b) If the unit morphism hZF : F ! RZOZF is an isomorphism, then so are the unit
morphism hYF : F ! RYOYF and the morphism pYZ : RYOYF ! RZOZF.
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Proof. (a) Since ZJY, for any p-group P, we have a commutative diagram
FðPÞ !hYF ðPÞ RYOYF ðPÞ
hZ
F
ðPÞ
???ypYZðPÞ
RZOZF ðPÞ
 

which shows that hYF is injective if h
Z
F is. Moreover if u A Ker p
Y
ZðPÞ, view u as
a sequence ðuT ;SÞðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ, with some compatibility conditions. Fix ðT ;SÞ in
YðPÞ, and consider ðT 0=S;S 0=SÞ AZðT=SÞ, or equivalently ðT 0;S 0Þ AZðPÞ with
ScS 0cT 0cT . Then DefresT=S
T 0=S 0 uT ;S ¼ uT 0;S 0 ¼ 0 and this holds for every section
in ZðT=SÞ. It follows that uT ;S is in the kernel of the map
hZF ðT=SÞ : FðT=SÞ ! RZOZFðT=SÞ:
Thus uT ;S ¼ 0, since hZF is injective by assumption. So pYZðPÞ is injective.
(b) If hZF ðPÞ is an isomorphism, then the diagram above shows that pYZðPÞ is
surjective. Hence by (a), it is an isomorphism. It now follows that hYF ðPÞ is also an
isomorphism. r
The next lemma is concerned with the question of passing from a class Y to a
smaller class Z, provided that a suitable assumption holds.
4.3. Lemma. Let Y and Z be two classes of p-groups, closed under taking sections,
such that ZJY. Let F be a biset functor on p-groups. If the unit morphism
hYF : F ! RYOYF is an isomorphism and if, for every Q A Y, the evaluation at Q of
the unit morphism hZF ðQÞ : FðQÞ ! RZOZF ðQÞ is an isomorphism, then the unit mor-
phism hZF : F ! RZOZF is an isomorphism.
Proof. For any Q A Y, we have a commutative diagram
FðQÞ !hYF ðQÞ RYOYFðQÞ ¼ FðQÞ
hZ
F
ðQÞ
???ypYZðQÞ
RZOZF ðQÞ
 

and the top map is the identity. It follows that pYZðQÞ can be identiﬁed with hZF ðQÞ
and is in particular an isomorphism. Now for any p-group P and any section ðV ;UÞ
of P such that V=U A Y, we have a commutative diagram
FðPÞ !hYF ðPÞ
G
RYOYFðPÞ !Defres
P
V=U
RYOYF ðV=UÞ ¼ F ðV=UÞ
hZ
F
ðPÞ
???ypYZðPÞ G
???ypYZðV=UÞ
RZOZF ðPÞ !Defres
P
V=U
RZOZF ðV=UÞ
 

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and we note that the map DefresPV=U on the ﬁrst line is actually the projection
on F ðV=UÞ when the limit RYOYFðPÞ is viewed as a subset of the productQ
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ F ðT=SÞ (see Example 6.10).
When ðV ;UÞ runs through the setYðPÞ of all sections ofP such thatV=U belongs to
Y, the right-hand side of the diagram gives rise to the following commutative square:
RYOYFðPÞ !Defres
G
lim 
ðV ;UÞ AYðPÞ
F ðV=UÞ
???ypYZðPÞ G
???y
RZOZF ðPÞ !Defres lim 
ðV ;UÞ AYðPÞ
RZOZFðV=UÞ:
We want to prove that pYZðPÞ is an isomorphism. The map on the right-hand side
is an isomorphism by the argument above. The top map Defres is an isomorphism
by the very deﬁnition of RYOYFðPÞ. Thus it su‰ces to prove that the bottom map
Defres is injective.
Let a A RZOZFðPÞ be in the kernel of Defres and write a ¼ ðaT ;SÞ where ðT ;SÞ
runs through ZðPÞ and aT ;S A F ðT=SÞ. Since ZJY, we can choose the component
ðV ;UÞ ¼ ðT ;SÞ in the right-hand side limit and we have RZOZFðT=SÞ ¼ FðT=SÞ,
because T=S AZ. Then the ðT ;SÞ-component of DefresðaÞ is just aT ;S (see Example
6.10 applied to the class Z). Since DefresðaÞ ¼ 0, we have aT ;S ¼ 0, that is, a ¼ 0.
This proves the desired injectivity, hence pYZðPÞ is an isomorphism.
Returning to the previous diagram, we now deduce that hZF ðPÞ is an isomorphism,
as was to be shown. r
For the class of elementary abelian p-groups, we have the following key result.
4.4. Theorem. Let E be the class of elementary abelian p-groups. Let F be a biset
functor on p-groups and let hEF : F ! REOEF be the unit morphism. For any ﬁxed
p-group P, there is a group homomorphism
sP : REOEFðPÞ ! FðPÞ
such that hEF ðPÞ  sP ¼ jPj  id.
Proof. This is exactly [7, Theorem 5.1]. The homomorphism sP is explicitly deﬁned
by the formula
sPðuÞ ¼
X
ðT ;SÞ AEðPÞ
jSjmðS;TÞ Indinf PS=FðTÞ uS;FðTÞ;
for u A REOEF ðPÞ, where mðS;TÞ is the Mo¨bius functions of the poset of subgroups
of P. The proof consists in a computation showing that hEF ðPÞ  sP ¼ jPj  id. r
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4.5. Corollary. Let Y be a class of p-groups, closed under taking sections and con-
taining the class E of all elementary abelian p-groups. Let F be a biset functor on
p-groups such that the unit morphism hEF is injective. For any ﬁxed p-group P, there is
a group homomorphism
tP : RYOYFðPÞ ! F ðPÞ
such that hYF ðPÞ  tP ¼ jPj  id. In particular, the cokernel of hYF ðPÞ is a jPj-torsion
group.
Proof. Since YKE, we have a commutative diagram
FðPÞ !hYF ðPÞ RYOYF ðPÞ
hE
F
ðPÞ
???ypYE ðPÞ
REOEF ðPÞ
 

as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. By Theorem 4.4, there exists a map
sP : REOEF ðPÞ ! FðPÞ
such that hEF ðPÞ  sP ¼ jPj  id. Setting tP ¼ sP  pYE ðPÞ, we have
pYE ðPÞ  hYF ðPÞ  tP ¼ pYE ðPÞ  hYF ðPÞ  sP  pYE ðPÞ ¼ hEF ðPÞ  sP  pYE ðPÞ
¼ ðjPj  idÞ  pYE ðPÞ ¼ pYE ðPÞ  ðjPj  idÞ:
But by Lemma 4.2, the map pYE ðPÞ is injective, because we have assumed that the
unit morphism hEF is injective. It follows that h
Y
F ðPÞ  tP ¼ jPj  id, as was to be
shown. r
5. The main result
We now return to the Dade functor and prove the main result. We ﬁrst work with the
class X consisting of all elementary abelian p-groups and extraspecial p-groups of
order p3 and exponent p (where p is odd). By Theorem 3.3, there is an exact se-
quence of biset functors
0! Dtors ! D! K  ! 0
and we consider Dtors and K
 separately.
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5.1. Proposition. The unit homomorphism
hXK  : K
 ! RXOXK 
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the counit morphisms eXK :LXOXK ! K. By construction of LX
and by a result which is dual to Corollary 6.17, for any p-group P, the image of
eXK ðPÞ is equal to the sum of all Indinf PT=S KðT=SÞ, where ðT ;SÞ A XðPÞ. Since X
contains X2, this sum is the whole of KðPÞ, by Theorem 2.1. It is for this crucial result
that we need to include the extraspecial group of order p3 and exponent p in our
class X. It follows that the morphism eXK is surjective.
Let M denote the kernel of eXK , so that we have a short exact sequence of functors
0!M !LXOXK ! K ! 0:
Since BðPÞ is a free abelian group for any p-group P, so is its subgroup KðPÞ. There-
fore, taking Z-duals of this exact sequence gives the following short exact sequence of
biset functors:
0! K  ! ðLXOXKÞ !M  ! 0:
Now the dual of a colimit is isomorphic to the limit of the duals. So there is an
isomorphism
ðLXOXKÞGRXOXK ;
and the previous sequence becomes
0 ! K  !hXK  RXOXK  !M  ! 0:
Thus for any p-group P, we have a short exact sequence of abelian groups
0 ! K ðPÞ !hXK  ðPÞ RXOXK ðPÞ !M ðPÞ ! 0:
Moreover the Z-dual of any abelian group is torsion-free, and so M ðPÞ is torsion-
free. We shall show that the morphism hEK  is injective. It follows that we can apply
Corollary 4.5 and therefore M ðPÞ is a jPj-torsion group. Thus M ðPÞ ¼ 0, and the
map hXK  is an isomorphism, as was to be shown.
It remains to prove the claim, i.e. to show that hEK  ðPÞ is injective for any p-group
P. Let j A K ðPÞ such that hEK  ðPÞðjÞ ¼ 0. By Corollary 6.17, this means that
DefresPT=S j ¼ 0, for any section ðT ;SÞ of P such that T=S is elementary abelian.
By deﬁnition of dual functors (see the end of Section 2), this is equivalent to
jðIndinf PT=S KðT=SÞÞ ¼ 0;
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for any ðT ;SÞ A EðPÞ. By Theorem 2.1, we obtain jðKeðPÞÞ ¼ 0. Hence we have
pjðKðPÞÞ ¼ 0, because pKðPÞJKeðPÞ, by Theorem 2.1 again. Since j has values
in Z, it follows that j ¼ 0, proving the injectivity of hEK  ðPÞ. r
5.2. Remark. The functor M that appears in the proof is a torsion functor, because
it has the property that M  ¼ 0. We do not know if M ¼ 0 or if M carries some
relevant information.
Now we turn to the analysis of the functor Dtors.
5.3. Proposition. Let Y be a class of p-groups, closed under taking subquotients, and
containing E. If p is odd, the unit homomorphism
hYDtors : Dtors ! RYOYDtors
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, it su‰ces to consider the case Y ¼ E. By Theorem 3.1, the
morphism hEDtors : Dtors ! REOEDtors is injective. Moreover, by Corollary 4.5, for any
p-group P, the cokernel of hEDtorsðPÞ is a jPj-torsion group. But the torsion part of the
Dade group of an odd order p-group is a 2-torsion group (this is a consequence of
Theorem 3.1, see [8, Corollary 13.2]). It follows that the cokernel of hEDtorsðPÞ is trivial.
Thus hEDtors is an isomorphism. r
5.4. Remark. This proposition can be improved; see Remark 5.8.
Putting together the previous two propositions, we obtain the following weak form
of our main result.
5.5. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime number. Let X be the class of p-groups consist-
ing of all elementary abelian p-groups and the groups isomorphic to the extraspecial
group of order p3 and exponent p. Then the unit morphism
hXD : D! RXOXD
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We apply the functor RXOX to the exact sequence
0! Dtors ! D! K  ! 0
of Theorem 3.3. Since this functor is left exact (because OX is exact and RX has a left
adjoint), the commutative diagram
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0 ! Dtors ! D ! K  ! 0???yhXDtors
???yhXD
???yhXK 
0 ! RXOXDtors ! RXOXD ! RXOXK 
has exact rows. By Propositions 5.1 and 5.3, both vertical arrows hXDtors and h
X
K  are
isomorphisms. Therefore hXD is an isomorphism. r
In order to pass from the class X to the smaller class X3, we need the following
result about the Dade group of elementary abelian p-groups.
5.6. Lemma. Let E3 be the class of all elementary abelian p-groups of rankc 3. If H
is an elementary abelian p-group, the map
hE3D ðHÞ : DðHÞ ! RE3OE3DðHÞ
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Corollary 6.17, the map hE3D ðHÞ coincides with the map
Y
ðT ;SÞ AE3ðHÞ
DefresHT=S : DðHÞ ! lim 
ðT ;SÞ AE3ðHÞ
DðT=SÞ:
We prove the result by induction on jHj. If jHjc p3, then
lim 
ðT ;SÞ AE3ðHÞ
DðT=SÞ ¼ DðHÞ
and there is nothing to prove. This starts induction. Assume that jHj > p3, and let
u ¼ ðuT ;SÞðT ;SÞ AE3ðHÞ be an element of lim  ðT ;SÞ AE3ðHÞDðT=SÞ. Fix a non-trivial sub-
group J of H. The sequence of elements uT ;S with JcScTcH and jT=Sjc p3
is an element of lim  ðT ;SÞ AE3ðH=JÞDðT=SÞ. Hence by induction hypothesis, there exists
a unique element vJ A DðH=JÞ such that DefresH=JT=S vJ ¼ uT ;S, for any section ðT ;SÞ
of H with JcScTcH and jT=Sjc p3.
The uniqueness of vJ implies that Def
H=J
H=J 0 vJ ¼ vJ 0 whenever J and J 0 are
subgroups of H with 1 < Jc J 0cH. So the sequence ðvJÞ1<JcH is an element of
lim  1<JcH DðH=JÞ. Now by [7, Lemma 2.2], the deﬂation map
DðHÞ ! lim 
1<JcH
DðH=JÞ
is an isomorphism. Explicitly, it was observed that the element
w ¼ 
X
1<JcH
mð1; JÞ InfHH=J vJ A DðHÞ
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is such that Def HH=J w ¼ vJ for any non-trivial subgroup J of H (where m denotes the
Mo¨bius function of the poset of subgroups of H). It follows that DefresHT=S w ¼ uT ;S
for any ðT ;SÞ A E3ðHÞ with S0 1.
Let F be any subgroup of H of order p3, and consider fF ¼ ResHF w uF ;1. Then
clearly Def FF=F 0 fF ¼ 0 whenever F 0 is a non-trivial subgroup of F . It follows that
fF A 7
1<F 0cF
KerðDef FF=F 0 Þ;
which is the subgroup of DðFÞ consisting of endo-trivial modules (see [6, Lemma
1.2]). Since this subgroup is inﬁnite cyclic generated by the class WF of the augmenta-
tion ideal of kF (from Dade’s theorem, see [6, Theorem 1.4]), there exists a unique
integer mF such that fF ¼ mFWF . Now if F 0 is another subgroup of order p3 of H
such that F VF 0 has order at least p2, we have
ResFFVF 0 fF ¼ ResHFVF 0 wResFFVF 0 uF ;1
¼ ResHFVF 0 w uFVF 0;1
¼ ResF 0FVF 0 fF 0 :
Thus mFWFVF 0 ¼ mF 0WFVF 0 , and mF ¼ mF 0 because WFVF 0 has inﬁnite order. Hence
mF ¼ mF 0 if jF VF 0jd p2, and since the poset of subgroups of H of order p2 and p3
is connected, mF does not depend on the subgroup F of order p
3. Set m ¼ mF , and
consider the element t ¼ wmWH . For any section ðT ;SÞ A E3ðHÞ with S0 1, we
have again
DefresHT=S t ¼ DefresHT=S w ¼ uT ;S:
Moreover, if E is any subgroup of H of order at most p3, choose some subgroup F of
order p3 containing E. Then
DefresHE=1 t ¼ ResHE t ¼ ResFE ResHF t ¼ ResFE uF ;1 ¼ uE;1:
It follows that hE3D ðHÞðtÞ ¼ u, and so hE3D ðHÞ is surjective. It is also injective by The-
orem 3.1 and this completes the proof of the lemma. r
We have now paved the way for the ﬁnal version of our main result.
5.7. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime number and let X3 be the class of p-groups con-
sisting of all elementary abelian p-groups of rankc 3 and the groups isomorphic to the
extraspecial group of order p3 and exponent p. Then the unit morphism
hX3D : D! RX3OX3D
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is an isomorphism. In other words, if P is a p-group, then the map
hX3D ðPÞ ¼
Y
ðT ;SÞ AX3ðPÞ
DefresPT=S : DðPÞ ! lim 
ðT ;SÞ AX3ðPÞ
DðT=SÞ
is a group isomorphism.
Proof. We are going to apply Lemma 4.3 to the class X and the subclass X3. First
note that the unit morphism hXD is an isomorphism by Theorem 5.5. Moreover, we
must show that, for any Q A X, the unit morphism hX3D ðQÞ evaluated at Q is an iso-
morphism. This is obvious if Q A X3 (for in that case h
X3
D ðQÞ is the identity). Now if
Q A XX3, then Q is elementary abelian of rankd 4 and the family X3ðQÞ coin-
cides with E3ðQÞ. Thus hX3D ðQÞ ¼ hE3D ðQÞ and this is an isomorphism by Lemma 5.6.
Thus the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 are satisﬁed and therefore hX3D is an isomor-
phism. r
5.8. Remark. Proposition 5.3 can be improved in the same way, replacing the class
E by the smaller class E3. Thus we obtain that, if p is odd, the unit homomorphism
hE3Dtors : Dtors ! RE3OE3Dtors
is an isomorphism.
5.9. Remark. The class X3 is exactly the class of p-groups of order at most p
3 and
exponent dividing p.
5.10. Remark. Theorem 5.7 holds more generally for any class of p-groups contain-
ing X3. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.
5.11. Remark. Theorem 5.7 does not hold if we remove from X3 the groups which
are isomorphic to one of the two groups of order p3 (elementary abelian or extraspe-
cial). In order to prove this, we let P A X3 with jPj ¼ p3, we consider the unit mor-
phism hE2D ðPÞ corresponding to proper sections of P and we show that hE2D ðPÞ is not
surjective. Note ﬁrst that P has more than one elementary abelian subgroup of rank
2, and that each of them is normal in P. Let Q be any of them and deﬁne, for any
ðT ;SÞ A E2ðPÞ,
uT ;S ¼ 2WQ if ðT ;SÞ ¼ ðQ; 1Þ;
0 otherwise:

The family u ¼ ðuT ;SÞ deﬁnes an element of lim  ðT ;SÞ AE2ðPÞDðT=SÞ because we
have ResQR ð2WQÞ ¼ 2WR ¼ 0 whenever R < Q (since DðRÞ ¼ Z=2Z if jRj ¼ p). We
want to prove that u is not in the image of hE2D ðPÞ. Suppose there exists v A DðPÞ
whose image is u. Then any section ðT ;SÞ of P with S0 1 belongs to E2ðPÞ and
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DefresPT=SðvÞ ¼ uT ;S ¼ 0 by deﬁnition of u. It follows that v belongs to the subgroup
TðPÞ of DðPÞ consisting of classes of endo-trivial modules. Moreover ResPQðvÞ ¼ 2WQ
and ResPQ 0 ðvÞ ¼ 0 for any other elementary abelian subgroup Q 0 of rank 2. This is
impossible if P is elementary abelian of rank 3 because TðPÞ ¼ Z generated by WP
and we would obtain v ¼ 2WP (because ResPQðvÞ ¼ 2WQ) and also v ¼ 0 (because
ResPQ 0 ðvÞ ¼ 0). This is also impossible if P is extraspecial of order p3 and exponent p
because the condition ResPQ 0 ðvÞ ¼ 0 for any Q 00Q implies that ResPQðvÞ must be a
multiple of 2pWQ, using the description of TðPÞ given in [9, Theorems 3.1 and 6.1].
6. Appendix
The purpose of this Appendix is to provide a proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall only
prove the statement about RY because the treatment of LY is similar. This type of
construction of adjoints is more or less standard in category theory (see for instance
[10]). We provide here an explicit treatment in our situation.
We ﬁrst start with technical lemmas about bisets, using the following notation.
6.1. Notation. Let P and Q be two groups.
(a) If V is a right Q-set and U is a left Q-set, ðv;
Q
uÞ denotes the image in V Q U of
the pair ðv; uÞ of V U .
(b) Let U be a ðQ;PÞ-biset. If S is a subgroup of P and u is an element of U , set
uS ¼ fy A Q j bs A S; us ¼ yug:
Then uS is a subgroup of Q. Similarly, if T is a subgroup of Q, set
T u ¼ fx A P j bt A T ; tu ¼ uxg:
It is a subgroup of P.
6.2. Remark. The notation in (b) extends the standard notation for conjugation in
the following sense. Let P be a p-group and S a subgroup of P.
(1) If P is a subgroup of Q and U ¼ P viewed as a ðQ;PÞ-biset, then uS ¼ uSu1.
(2) If Q is a subgroup of P and U ¼ P viewed as a ðQ;PÞ-biset, then uS ¼ QV uSu1.
(3) If Q ¼ P=R is a quotient group of P and U ¼ P=R viewed as a ðQ;PÞ-biset, then
uS is the image in Q of the conjugate subgroup uSu1.
(4) If P ¼ Q=R is a quotient group of Q and U ¼ Q=R viewed as a ðQ;PÞ-biset, then
uS is the inverse image in Q of the conjugate subgroup uSu1.
6.3. Remark. Note that 1u is the stabilizer of u in P and u1 is the stabilizer of u in Q.
In the deﬁnition of uS, the element s is unique up to left multiplication by an element
of S V 1u. Similarly, in the deﬁnition of T u, the element t is unique up to right multi-
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plication by an element of T V u1. This explains why these subgroups appear in parts
(b) and (b 0) of the next lemma.
6.4. Lemma. Let P, Q and R be groups, let U be a ðQ;PÞ-biset, and let V be an
ðR;QÞ-biset. Let u A U and v A V.
(a) If T is a subgroup of Q and if x A P, then ðT uÞx ¼ T ux.
(a 0) If X is a subgroup of P and if y A Q, then yðuX Þ ¼ yuX.
(b) If ðT ;SÞ is a section of Q, then ðT u;SuÞ is a section of P, and there are group
isomorphisms
T u=SuG ðT V uPÞ=ðS V uPÞðT V u1ÞG ðT V uPÞS=ðT V u1ÞS:
In particular, the quotient T u=Su is isomorphic to a subquotient of T=S.
(b 0) If ðY ;X Þ is a section of P, then ðuY ; uX Þ is a section of Q, and there are group
isomorphisms
uY=uXG ðY VQuÞ=ðX VQuÞðY V 1uÞG ðY VQuÞX=ðY V 1uÞX :
In particular, the quotient uY=uX is isomorphic to a subquotient of Y=X.
(c) If X is a subgroup of P, then vðuXÞ ¼ ðv;QuÞX.
(c 0) If Z is a subgroup of R, then ðZvÞu ¼ Zðv;QuÞ.
Proof. We only prove (a), (b), (c), because the proofs of (a 0), (b 0), (c 0) are similar.
(a) By deﬁnition,
T ux ¼ fg A P j bt A T ; tux ¼ uxgg
¼ fg A P j bt A T ; tu ¼ uxgx1g
¼ fg A P j xg A T ug ¼ ðT uÞx:
(b) Suppose that ðT ;SÞ is a section of Q. Then Su is clearly a subgroup of T u.
Moreover if x A T u, then there exists t A T such that tu ¼ ux. Thus
ðSuÞx ¼ Sux ¼ Stu ¼ Su:
Here the ﬁrst equality follows from (a) and the last one holds because t A T normal-
izes S. This shows that SutT u. Consider the map
T u=Su ! ðT V uPÞ=ðS V uPÞðT V u1Þ; xSu 7! tðS V uPÞðT V u1Þ;
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where t is any element of T such that tu ¼ ux. It is routine to check that it is a well-
deﬁned group homomorphism. Similarly the map
ðT V uPÞ=ðS V uPÞðT V u1Þ ! T u=Su; tðS V uPÞðT V u1Þ 7! xSu;
where x is any element of P such that tu ¼ ux, is a well-deﬁned group homomor-
phism. Clearly these two group homomorphisms are mutually inverse.
Now setting N ¼ ðT V u1ÞS, we have
ðT V uPÞS=ðT V u1ÞS ¼ ðT V uPÞN=NG ðT V uPÞ=ðT V uPVNÞ;
and
T V uPVN ¼ T V uPV ðT V u1ÞS ¼ ðT V u1ÞðT V uPVSÞ ¼ ðT V u1ÞðS V uPÞ:
This proves the second isomorphism.
Now the group ðT V uPÞ=ðS V uPÞðT V u1Þ is a factor group of ðT V uPÞ=ðS V uPÞ,
which is isomorphic to ðT V uPÞS=S, and this is a subgroup of T=S. Thus T u=Su is
isomorphic to a subquotient of T=S.
(c) By deﬁnition
ðv;
Q
uÞ
X ¼ fz A R j bx A X ; zðv;
Q
uÞ ¼ ðv;
Q
uÞxg
¼ fz A R j bx A X ; ðzv;
Q
uÞ ¼ ðv;
Q
uxÞg
¼ fz A R j bx A X ; by A Q; zv ¼ vy; yu ¼ uxg
¼ fz A R j by A Q; bx A X ; zv ¼ vy; yu ¼ uxg
¼ fz A R j by A uX ; zv ¼ vyg
¼ vðuXÞ:
This completes the proof. r
6.5. Lemma. Let P, Q, and R be groups, let U be a ðQ;PÞ-biset, and let V be an
ðR;QÞ-biset. Let moreover ðD;CÞ be a section of R, let ðB;AÞ be a section of Q and
assume that A acts trivially on CnV (on the right). Then there is an isomorphism of
ðD=C;PÞ-bisets
ðCnVÞ B ðAnUÞGCnðV B UÞ:
Proof. The maps ðCv;
B
AuÞ 7! Cðv;
B
uÞ and Cðv;
B
uÞ 7! ðCv;
B
AuÞ are well-deﬁned
mutually inverse biset isomorphisms. r
Let Y be a class of ﬁnite p-groups, closed under taking sections. If F is biset func-
tor deﬁned on Y and if P is an arbitrary p-group, we have deﬁned
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RYF ðPÞ ¼ lim 
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
F ðT=SÞ: ð6:6Þ
Recall that YðPÞ is the set of sections ðT ;SÞ of P such that T=S A Y and that the
deﬁnition of the limit means that the group RYFðPÞ is the set of sequences
ðlT ;SÞðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ indexed by YðPÞ, where lT ;S A FðT=SÞ, subject to the following
conditions:
(1) If ðT ;SÞ and ðT 0;S 0Þ are elements of YðPÞ such that ScS 0cT 0cT , then
Defres
T=S
T 0=S 0 lT ;S ¼ lT 0;S 0 ;
where Defres
T=S
T 0=S 0 is the set S
0nT , viewed as a ðT 0=S 0;T=SÞ-biset.
(2) If ðT ;SÞ A YðPÞ and if x A P, then
xlT ;S ¼ lxT ; xS:
Now we want to introduce a structure of biset functor on RYF . Whenever P and Q
are p-groups and U is a ﬁnite ðQ;PÞ-biset, we need to deﬁne a map
RYF ðUÞ : RYFðPÞ ! RYFðQÞ:
If l is an element of RYFðPÞ, and if ðT ;SÞ A YðQÞ, we set
RYF ðUÞðlÞT ;S ¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuÞ  lT u;S u ; ð6:7Þ
where ½TnU=P is any set of representatives of ðT ;PÞ-orbits on U , where SnTu is
viewed as a ðT=S;T u=SuÞ-biset, and ðSnTuÞ  lT u;S u denotes the image of lT u;S u by
this biset. This makes sense since ðT u;SuÞ A YðPÞ if ðT ;SÞ A YðQÞ, by Lemma 6.4.
6.8. Remark. If we want to make this deﬁnition explicit in terms of elementary op-
erations, we observe that it is equivalent to
RYFðUÞðlÞT ;S ¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
Indinf
T=S
ðTV uPÞS=ðTV u1ÞS Iso
ðTV uPÞS=ðT V u1ÞS
T u=S u lT u;S u :
6.9. Lemma. The element RYFðUÞðlÞT ;S is well deﬁned, that is, it does not depend on
the choice of the set of representatives ½TnU=P.
Proof. Changing the set of representatives ½TnU=P amounts to replacing each ele-
ment u in this set by an element u 0 ¼ tuuxu, where tu A T and xu A P. This gives a
new set of representatives of orbits, denoted by ½TnU=P 0. With this new set of rep-
resentatives, the sum in (6.7) becomes
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S 0 ¼
X
u 0 A ½T nU=P 0
ðSnTu 0Þ  lT u 0 ;S u 0
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuxuÞ  lðT uÞxu ; ðS uÞxu
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuxuÞ  x1u lT u;S u ðsince l A RYFðPÞÞ;
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuÞ  lT u;S u :
The ﬁnal equality above follows from the fact that, for any x A P we have
ðSnTuÞ  ConjðxÞGSnTux
as ðT=S;T ux=SuxÞ-bisets (where ConjðxÞ is the ðT u=Su;T ux=SuxÞ-biset T u=Su with
right action of T ux=Sux consisting of conjugation by x followed by right multiplica-
tion). The lemma follows. r
6.10. Example. Let F AFY, let P be a p-group, let ðT ;SÞ and ðT 0;S 0Þ be elements
of YðPÞ such that ScS 0cT 0cT . We view ðT 0;S 0Þ as a section of T=S via the
canonical isomorphism ðT 0=SÞ=ðS 0=SÞGT 0=S 0. If l A RYFðPÞ, then
ðDefresPT=S lÞT 0;S 0 ¼ lT 0;S 0 :
Indeed in this case, the group Q is equal to T=S and the biset U is SnP. Hence
½T 0nU=P has one element, which can be chosen to be fSg, and in this case
RYFðUÞðlÞT 0;S 0 ¼ ðS 0nT 0Þ  lT 0;S 0 ¼ lT 0;S 0 ;
because the ðT 0=S 0;T 0=S 0Þ-biset S 0nT 0 is the identity.
6.11. Lemma. Let l A RYF ðPÞ. When ðT ;SÞ runs through YðQÞ, the family
RYF ðUÞðlÞT ;S deﬁned in (6.7) is an element of RYFðQÞ.
Proof. Let ðT ;SÞ and ðT 0;S 0Þ be elements of YðQÞ such that ScS 0cT 0cT . Then
Defres
T=S
T 0=S 0 is the set S
0nT , viewed as a ðT 0=S 0;T=SÞ-biset. It follows that
Defres
T=S
T 0=S 0 ðRYF ðUÞðlÞT ;SÞ ¼ S 0nT T=S
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuÞ  lT u;S u
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðS 0nTuÞ  lT u;S u ;
because by Lemma 6.5, there is a biset isomorphism
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ðS 0nTÞ T=S ðSnTuÞGS 0nðT T TuÞ ¼ S 0nTu:
Now the set of orbits of ðT 0=S 0Þ  ðT u=SuÞ on the biset S 0nTu is the set T 0nTu=T u,
which is in bijective correspondence with the set T 0nT=T V uP. Hence there is an iso-
morphism of ðT 0=S 0;T u=SuÞ-bisets
S 0nTuG
G
t A ½T 0nT=TVuP
S 0nT 0tuT u:
It follows that
Defres
T=S
T 0=S 0 ðRYFðUÞðlÞT ;SÞ ¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
t A ½T 0nT=TV uP
S 0nT 0tuT u  lT u;S u : ð6:12Þ
On the other hand, we have by deﬁnition
RYF ðUÞðlÞT 0;S 0 ¼
X
v A ½T 0nU=P
ðS 0nT 0vÞ  lT 0v;S 0v
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
t A ½T 0nT=TV uP
ðS 0nT 0tuÞ  lT 0tu;S 0tu :
Now SucS 0tucT 0tucT u, and thus by Example 6.10,
lT 0tu;S 0tu ¼ DefresT
u=S u
T 0tu=S 0tu lT u;S u ¼ S 0tunT u  lT u;S u :
It follows that
RYFðUÞðlÞT 0;S 0 ¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
t A ½T 0nT=TVuP
ðS 0nT 0tuÞ T 0tu=S 0tu ðS 0tunT uÞ  lT u;S u :
We have to prove that this sum coincides with the expression in (6.12). By Lemma
6.5, for any u A U and any t A T , there is an isomorphism of ðT 0=S 0;T u=SuÞ-bisets
ðS 0nT 0tuÞ T 0tu=S 0tu ðS 0tunT uÞGS 0nðT 0tuT 0tu T uÞ:
But it is easy to see that T 0tuT 0tu T uGT 0tuT u as ðT 0;T uÞ-bisets, so that we obtain
S 0nðT 0tuT 0tu T uÞGS 0nT 0tuðT uÞ. r
6.13. Lemma. Let P, Q, and R be ﬁnite p-groups.
(a) Let U be the set P, viewed as a ðP;PÞ-biset by left and right multiplication. Then
RYFðUÞ is the identity map.
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(b) Let U be a ðQ;PÞ-biset and let V be an ðR;QÞ-biset. Then
RYF ðVÞ RYF ðUÞ ¼ RYFðV Q UÞ:
Proof. (a) Let l A RYF ðPÞ, and ðT ;SÞ A YðPÞ. The set ½TnU=P can be chosen to be
equal to f1g, and for u ¼ 1, one has T u ¼ T and Su ¼ S. Thus
RYFðUÞðlÞT ;S ¼ ðSnTÞ  lT ;S ¼ lT ;S;
since SnT acts as the identity on F ðT=SÞ.
(b) Let l A RYF ðPÞ and ðT ;SÞ A YðRÞ, and write L ¼ ðRYF ðVÞ RYF ðUÞðlÞÞT ;S.
Then
L ¼
X
v A ½T nV=Q
ðSnTvÞ RYFðUÞðlÞT v;S v
¼
X
v A ½T nV=Q
u A ½T vnU=P
ðSnTvÞ T v=S v ðSvnT vuÞ  lðT vÞ u; ðS vÞ u :
But by Lemma 6.4, ðT vÞu ¼ T ðv;QuÞ and ðSvÞu ¼ Sðv;QuÞ. Moreover when v runs
through ½TnV=Q and u runs through ½T vnU=P, the element ðv;
Q
uÞ runs through a
set of representatives of the set RnðV Q UÞ=P, and by Lemma 6.5, there is an iso-
morphism of ðT=S;T ðv;QuÞÞ-bisets
ðSnTvÞ T v=S v ðSvnT vuÞGSnðTvT v T vuÞ:
Moreover, there is an isomorphism of ðT ;T ðv;QuÞÞ-bisets
TvT v T vuGTðv;Q uÞ;
sending ðtv;
T v
xuÞ to tt 0ðv;
Q
uÞ, for t A T and x A T v, where t 0 A T is such that t 0v ¼ vx.
The inverse isomorphism maps tðv;
Q
uÞ to ðtv;
T v
uÞ, for t A T . In order to see that this
is well deﬁned, replace t by tw where w A T stabilizes ðv;
Q
uÞ. Then ðwv;
Q
uÞ ¼ ðv;
Q
uÞ,
so that there exists y A Q such that wv ¼ vy and u ¼ y1u. We now see that y A T v
and it follows that
ðtwv;
T v
uÞ ¼ ðtvy;
T v
uÞ ¼ ðtv;
T v
yuÞ ¼ ðtv;
T v
uÞ:
Thus ﬁnally
L ¼
X
ðv;
Q
uÞ A ½RnðVQUÞ=P
ðSnTðv;
Q
uÞÞ  l
T
ðv;
Q
uÞ
;S
ðv;
Q
uÞ
¼ RYFðV Q UÞðlÞT ;S;
and the result follows. r
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6.14. Theorem. Let F be a biset functor deﬁned on Y. The correspondences mapping
a p-group P to RYF ðPÞ and a ðQ;PÞ-biset U to RYFðUÞ deﬁne a functor from Cp to
Ab (in other words a biset functor on p-groups).
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6.11 and 6.13, together with the observation
that the correspondence U 7! RYFðUÞ is obviously additive with respect to the
biset U , in the sense that if U is a disjoint union U ¼ U1 tU2, then
RYFðUÞ ¼ RYF ðU1Þ þRYF ðU2Þ. r
Recall that F denotes the category of biset functors (deﬁned on all p-groups) and
FY the category of biset functors deﬁned on Y. Moreover O :F!FY denotes the
forgetful functor.
6.15. Theorem. The correspondence F 7! RYF is a functor RY from FY to F, and
this functor is right adjoint to the forgetful functor OY. Moreover the composition
OY RY is isomorphic to the identity functor of FY.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that the correspondence F 7! RYF is functorial in F . A mor-
phism j : F ! G inFY is a collection of morphisms jQ : F ðQÞ ! GðQÞ, for Q in Y,
subject to the usual naturality conditions. (Note that throughout this proof, we write
jQ instead of jðQÞ for simplicity of notation.) If P is a p-group and l A RYF ðPÞ, and
if ðT ;SÞ A YðPÞ, we set
l 0T ;S ¼ jT=SðlT ;SÞ:
Since the maps jT=S commute with deﬂation maps, restriction maps, and conjugation
maps by the above naturality conditions, it is it clear that this deﬁnes an element
l 0 A RYGðPÞ. Now the correspondence l 7! l 0 is a linear map
RYðjÞP : RYFðPÞ ! RYGðPÞ:
Suppose now that P and Q are p-groups, and that U is a ﬁnite ðQ;PÞ-biset. With the
previous notation,
RYGðUÞðl 0ÞT ;S ¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuÞ  jT u=S uðlT u;S uÞ
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
jT=SððSnTuÞ  lT u;S uÞ
¼ jT=SðRYF ðUÞðlÞT ;SÞ:
This shows that RYGðUÞ RYðjÞP ¼ RYðjÞQ RYFðUÞ. In other words, the maps
RYðjÞP deﬁne a natural transformation of functors RYðjÞ : RYF ! RYG. It is now
clear that the correspondence F 7! RYF is a functor FY !F.
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It is convenient to prove the last assertion of the theorem now. We have to show
that if F AFY and if Q is in the class Y, then there is an isomorphism
eQ : FðQÞ ! OYRYF ðQÞ
which is natural with respect to F and Q. This isomorphism is deﬁned as follows. If
f A FðQÞ and ðT ;SÞ A YðQÞ, then eQð f ÞT ;S ¼ DefresQT=S f . It is routine to check that
this deﬁnition gives the required isomorphism of functors id! OY RY.
We turn now to the adjointness property. Suppose that F AF, G AFY,
and j : OYF ! G is a morphism in FY. Thus j is a collection of morphisms
jQ : FðQÞ ! GðQÞ, for Q A Y, satisfying some commutation conditions. Now if P
is any p-group, f A FðPÞ, and ðT ;SÞ A YðPÞ, set
lT ;S ¼ jT=SðDefresPT=S f Þ:
The above commutation conditions show easily that these elements lT ;S deﬁne an
element l of RYGðPÞ. Now the correspondence f 7! l is a linear map from FðPÞ to
RYGðPÞ, denoted by jþP , such that
jþP ð f ÞT ;S ¼ jT=SðDefresPT=S f Þ ð6:16Þ
for any p-group P, any f A F ðPÞ, and any ðT ;SÞ A YðPÞ. We now show that the
maps jþP deﬁne a morphism j
þ : F ! RYG in F.
If Q is a p-group and U is a ﬁnite ðQ;PÞ-biset, then for each f A F ðPÞ and each
ðT ;SÞ A YðQÞ, one has
ðRYGðUÞ  jþP ð f ÞÞT ;S ¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuÞ  jT u=S uðDefresPT u=S u f Þ
¼
X
u A ½T nU=P
jT=SððSnTuÞ DefresPT u=S u f Þ
¼ jT=S
 X
u A ½T nU=P
ðSnTuÞ T u=S u ðSunPÞ  f

:
By Lemma 6.5, there is an isomorphism of ðT=S;PÞ-bisets
ðSnTuÞ T u=S u ðSunPÞGSnðTuT u PÞ:
Moreover TuT u PGTuP as ðT ;PÞ-bisets. Thus
ðRYGðUÞ  jþP ð f ÞÞT ;S ¼ jT=S
 X
u A ½T nU=P
SnTuP  f

¼ jT=S
 G
u A ½T nU=P
SnTuP

 f

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¼ jT=SððSnUÞ  f Þ
¼ jT=SððSnQQ UÞ  f Þ
¼ jT=SðDefresQT=SðU  f ÞÞ
¼ ðjþQðU  f ÞÞT ;S
¼ ðjþQF ðUÞð f ÞÞT ;S:
This shows that RYGðUÞ  jþP ¼ jþQ  FðUÞ, and so the maps jþP deﬁne a morphism
jþ : F ! RYG inF.
Conversely, suppose that c : F ! RYG is a morphism in F. Then OYðcÞ is a
morphism from OYF to OYRYG, and the latter is isomorphic to G. It is easy to
check that the corresponding morphism c : OYF ! G maps the element f A F ðQÞ,
for Q A Y, to cQð f ÞQ;1, where we have identiﬁed Q=1 with Q. In other words
cQð f Þ ¼ cQð f ÞQ;1
for any Q A Y and any f A FðQÞ.
We have now deﬁned morphisms
HomFYðOYF ;GÞ ! HomFðF ;RYGÞ; j 7! jþ
HomFðF ;RYGÞ ! HomFYðOYF ;GÞ; c 7! c
and we have to show that they are mutually inverse. If j : OYF ! G is a morphism,
then for any Q A Y and f A F ðQÞ, we have
ðjþÞQð f Þ ¼ jþQð f ÞQ;1 ¼ jQ=1ðDefresQQ=1 f Þ ¼ jQð f Þ:
Hence ðjþÞ ¼ j.
Conversely, if c : F ! RYG is a morphism, P is a p-group, f A FðPÞ, and
ðT ;SÞ A YðPÞ, then
ðcÞþP ð f ÞT ;S ¼ cT=SðDefresPT=S f Þ
¼ ðcT=S DefresPT=S f ÞT=S;1
¼ ðDefresPT=S cPð f ÞÞT=S;S=S
¼ ðcPð f ÞÞT=S;S=S ¼ cPð f ÞT ;S;
using Example 6.10 and the identiﬁcation between ðT=SÞ=ðS=SÞ and T=S. Therefore
ðcÞþ ¼ c.
Thus we have proved that the correspondences j 7! jþ and c 7! c provide mu-
tually inverse isomorphisms
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HomFYðOYF ;GÞ.HomFðF ;RYGÞ:
We leave to the reader the easy veriﬁcation that these isomorphisms are natural in F
and G. r
6.17. Corollary of proof. Let F AF and let P be a p-group. Let hYF : F ! RYOYF
be the unit morphism associated with the adjunction of Theorem 6.15. Then the evalu-
ation hYF ðPÞ coincides with the map
Y
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
DefresPT=S : FðPÞ ! RYOYFðPÞ ¼ lim 
ðT ;SÞ AYðPÞ
FðT=SÞ:
Proof. Via the adjunction, the unit morphism hYF corresponds to the identity
id : OYF ! OYF , that is, hYF ¼ idþ. But for any f A FðPÞ, idþP ð f Þ is deﬁned by the
expression (6.16) in the proof above, that is, the family DefresPT=S f , where ðT ;SÞ
runs through YðPÞ. r
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